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E.W, Chittmden’s work atsd its inffuencc on the early history of generat topology are examined. 
Part&Mar attention-is g&en to his work in metrbation theory and its role in the background ofthe 
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Professor Chittenden was probably best known for his classic paper [5] “Cn the 
equivafence of &art and vcisim~e” of which the Aleksandrov-Uryvn metr@ation 
theorem is zin easy consequence. In this paper Cl$tt:nde&@hd, as ~+$~& by 
Frkhet, a V-space was meanzable. In the V-space the;trian@e axiom is replaced by 
the formally weaker condition: there exists a positive re:al+alued function f of 
positive re ,I num: li;rs E such that: (I) if 4(x, y ) < E and dCy, 2) c 8, then d(x, z) < 
I’(& ), and (2) lim,,o f(s) = 0. 
Although it may not have been recognized at the time that the Bing [BZ] and 
Nagata-Smirnov [Nl] and [SI] theorems were proved, it can be shown, using Stone’s 
[S23 result on the equivalence ofparacompactness and full normality, that the Bing 
and Nagata-Smirnov Theorems are an easy consequence of the Aleksandrov- 
Wryson Metrization Theorem’, and hence of Chittenden’s classic result. 
3. e AEe ndrw-Upon Gem tion Theorem 
In current research, a development 3 = U 46, for a space X is a family of open sets 
such that each & is a cover and such that the collection {U {B: B G $Ii&: xE B: n E 
N}} is a local base for the topology at x. To the author’s “xowledge this terminology 
was first applied by Bing4 [B2], who calltid a space having a development a 
developable space. The Aleksandrov-Wryson Metrication Theorem states that a T2 
space is metrizabll: iff it has a development 3 such that if &, &E .&,+I for all n GE N
and 18, n B2 f 8, I! zz I, there exists &E 98, such that B1 w I32 6. B3. 
Probably the first time developable space in the current sense appeared in 4he 
published literature ~8.5 in 1919 in a paper [lo] by Chittxrden and AD. Pitcher’ 
where it was proved t?rat a T2 space was sequentially compact and metrizabls if and 
only if it was compact and devalopable. The term “development” was first us& by 
E.H. Moore [M3]” for a Family * = U Bfi on a set X where each @M was finite and 
was a set without any further estrictions. For instance the n intervals of 
a partition for the definite integral might be 
studied with various resty$ctions. Chittenden [ 
til the above paper 
51 made at: in depth study of 
ee to prove some theorems 
ha+ R ~~~~ia~onal. ter Chittenden 
t eac:h zx, .thq ehe,endos@ble property i 
$9 be met&able and-hence implies that X’ is 
no +senJially ,in 19 &:I @tt a.countably compact Tz 
prqqrty -is _ Jf-qqq’ ar@ therefore by Chittenden’s _j 
w.ouM be me+i+ble, : , 
31 a metbsd of imp14 a-distance function on a 
re’s sense) wa? diven. d was later expanded by 
‘$H. Hjldebrandt [H4]‘. This was virtually the same method used 
in the Ah$.q@rov~U~yson Metrization Theorem. Somewhat similar ideas were 
used in Fr+het [M]:and.Ch@tenden a d Pitcher [lOI. 
Helow we review the chronology of this section. 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1916 
1917 
1919 
1924 
1927 
1932 
E.H. Moore’s [M3] implicit method for putting a 
development. 
Wedrick [H3] introdcrces the enclosable condition. 
Hildebrandt’s [H4] ex licit method for putting a 
development. 
distance function on a 
distance function on a 
Fr&het [FJ,6] uses the enclosable condition to obtain a metrizaticm Wwrem 
(see discwssion above). 
R.L. Moore’s [M3] axioms for the plane, 
Chittenden proves his classic result on the equivalence ofa V-space and a 
metric space. 
Chittenden [19] and Pitcher use developments in the sense of current 
resear&, 
Aleksandrov-Uryson’s [Al] metrization theorem using developments. 
R.L. Moore [M4] announces his Axiom 1, which later appeared inhis 1932 
publication, as a generalization f his 1916 Axiom 1.’ 
Publication of R.L. Moore’s foundation of point set theory [M5], an in depth . 
study of developments. 
See Note 4 for a study of the nomenclaturs OIP &velopments and Note 6 for a 
discussion of problems in connection with the history of developments and the 
Aleksandrov-Uryson theorem. 
itt~nden’s classical result, Pitcher and Ch~ttel~den 
sequential compactness fin the abo* *ult, tn lib 
Chittenden [IO] extr;nded this idea’bf coherence to-& 
(n + 1).th stage of the development 
defined to be coherent if the property 
Two sequences (pn’) and {q,,} are tinne 
development 60~~ining Bn and 4n, Th 
area; it contained new results uch as 
paper of Hedrick mentioned in the previous e&n. Also it wa&slIiown th;et a Fg 
space is metrizablc iff there is a ftiily of -e&i-continutiw f&$ionU&there~i hne 
that distinguishes points and closed sets”‘. This s&vey pap&s &fn&h in&& to.ih& 
mathematical history and strongly influenced us, tipecidly * “&I r@@rd ‘tb the 
chronology of this paper. 
. Condosion 
Chittenden’ thought of himself as an analyst rather than as an algebraist or a 
geometer. Much of his work was in extending the ideas in EH.~Mo&‘e’@ book [M3] 
and studying eneralizations of uniform convergence. His oih&r investigations in 
general topology contain work on the Heine-Bore1 theorem in various paces as in 
[2] and [ 81, including in 1915 the result hat in a Riesz do&in, d #eneraliza&oti of 7’1 
spaces, compactness implies that every infinite set has a limit point.‘He axst, studied 
tctal accumulation points in [18], connectedness in 1143, continuous functions on 
topologilzal spaces in [20] and closure axioms in &22]. 
We wish to acknowledge the many helpful comments and suggestions from R. 
elking, W. 3. Thron and the referee. 
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does not necess rily imply that the space is 
family {Ent Ql(x)} is not necessarily a base. If, however, the 
n it is a evelopment ; if in addition the space is Ts, t 
be met&b& So developability does not imply the enclosable property either since . I * k *’ 
?“‘4welopable spaces are nit aecessariiy met&able. 
Of interest is Herdrick’s motivation for the enclosable con 
interval (A&) is interior to the interval {AI-j, &-I) and if the distance && 
approaches zero, there is a single point common to all these. intervals, 
4 As mentioned inthis paper, the term development -szs first used by E.H. 
for a family 3. = U a,, where each 48, is finite. chittenden [3] first allowed these 
developments to be infinite and this was the meaning used in his 1919 papier with 
Pitcher ilO]. In this paper they also added ‘additional restrictions and the r&sulting 
concept is that of dtoe10p~nt as used in current research. Tn his 1927 surl’ey paper 
Chittenden [ZQ] used the term regulat&oe~o~~~~t for a development in the current 
sense where the n-th stage refines the (~b: - 1).th stage. Bing [B2] was the first to use 
the term deveiopmsnt in the current sense, but he was influenced by Chittenden’s 
survey paper *. He also applied the term deuelcquzble qwce to a space having a 
development in the sense of Chittenden, However, for Bing a regular developable 
space is a developable space satisfying the 7’3 axiom. Regular developable spaces 
were called Noore spaces by Jones [J]* 
5 A short argument using Stone’s theorem that yaracompactness is equivalent tlr; 
full normality, can be used to show that the 
iheorems follow from t6re 
ing and Nagata-Smirnov metrization 
Aleksandr~x4Jry Theo&m. A T3 space with a 
is a star refinement of
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Compare with Nagata [NZ, EXWIple vi. 1 j. 1. 2% -- i ‘? ~-4 w@t that the Aleksandrov-Uryson 
theorem is equivalent to the statem-,iL - a*+ that T2-gretacom 
metrizab!e was noted by Ponomarev in I96O-[PI. 
ct developa’bie spaces are 
6 Two questions arise: 
(1) What influenced R.L. ?doore to formulate his axiom 1 in his colloquium 
publication? 
(2) Whs! were the historical influences, if any, on the formulation of the Aiek- 
sandrov-Uryson Theorem? In particular, were they influenced by Chittenden’s u e 
of developments and by hfedrick’s enclosability condition? 
In regard to the first question, there is an abstract in the BuHetin A.M.S. 1927 of 
R.L, Moore [M4] in whi& this axiom is introduced as a generalization f his 1916 
axioms, This gcneraliaation is satisfied by a wider class of spaces. While the 1919 
paper of Chittenden and Pitcher, where developable spaces probably first appeared, 
is listed in the bibliography ofMoore’s colloquium publication, o specific reference is
made to ‘this paper in regard to Axiom 1. More will be said about his question in 
R.L. Wilder’s** introduction to the collected works of R.L. Moore. 
In regaid to the second question Aleksandrov and Uryson refer to Wedrick, 
Nchet, Chittenden, Moore, Vietoris, Uryson and Aleksandrov in [Al] as having 
proved special metrization theorems. It is not clear whether they wert” familiar with 
the 1919 paper of Chittenden and Pitcher [101 introducing developable spaces in the 
current sense, particularly as Pitcher’s name is not in the above list. They used 
chittenden’s classic result mentioned in the text earlier but all other mettization 
theorem sf Chittenden prior to the publication olr’ [Al] were done in conjunction 
with Pitcher. The resemblance of the Aleksandrov-Uryson general metrization 
conditions to the enclosability condition of Hedrick (particularly if we take the covers 
ds forming a base) is very strong. This was brought out in a later theorem of 
Chittenden i which we change only the terminology to confcrm to current usage. 
Ikeorem. [I91 Let X be a T2 space with a devebpmcnt (B,} such that the (n + l)-th 
stage refines the n-th s&rage. The following are ecessary and suficien t conditions for X 
to be metrirabfe: 
(a) {Medrick). For any positiue integer m there ds an integer n such that for x
Rough that Vu WCB. 
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the same lines and encouraged them to 
’ MCOiiZ state was satisfied if p1 and p2 belo d to a common 
eleiment ofthe development for some stage rt 3 m. In which cas ldebrandt stated 
i 91, it ? not clear what is meant by transitiveness of 
reasonable inte tion would be that for sequences {pll}, {q,,} and 
pRI and q,, and r, are each in some memb r of the n-th stage of 
the development, then for each n the pi and rt are in some member of the n-th stage 
of the development where (pt} and {qi} are {pn} and {qJ with the first k elements 
removed. If k = 1 the conditions are precisely those of Aleksandrov and Uryson. 
** As Chittenden [ 191 later pointed out, R.L. Moore (his Ayin- _ _._.uaal 1 in [h13] in 1916) 
had the combination 7’3 and secofs’ ’ -3untable for the first time. These, of course, are 
the conditions hown in 1925 by Uryson [W] to be necessary and sufficient for a 
topological space to be separable ano metrizable. 
l1 It is interesting to compare this result with a later result of Nagata [N3, 
Theorem 51 that a ?‘++space is metrizaule if and only if thkre is a family of continuous 
functions to the reai line that contains the sup and inf tyf every subfamily and 
distinguishes points and closed sets. 
in the hhtory of genera4 topolo 
(1904. Fkhet [Fl] introduces the %‘-class and proves that a sequentially 
continuous function to the real line from a sequentially compact subset is 
bounded and the upper bound is attained in that sequentially compact subset. 
(1905). Frtkhet [F3] introduced metric spaces. 
(1906). Frbchet’s thesis is published [F4]; in addition to further results on 
lasses and metric spaces, Frechet introduces his first 
ions is constant 
always exist non-constant antinuous functions on *V-spaces ofmore, tian one 
point. 
6. (1910). ‘As a result of Hahn’s wor!~ mentioned above, Frbchet [FS] conjectured 
that every Vpace is met&able. 
7. 11910). E.H. Moore’s book, Introduction to a Form of General &u@&,& 
published fM3]. This book is an outgrowth of his 1906 Y e cc&q~um lectures, 
It includes aclosure axiom and a method for putting a distance funetion,on his 
developments. His developments are countabi~~famiiies each a 
finite family cb sub&s. An example of this 3s the ele.mntsof a 
definite integral. These developments evolved into developable spaces. 
8. (19ll).Hedrick[H3]studies5%&sses,addsthatt&derivedsetof asetig&sed 
and the conditions that the class is sequentially compact and has the en&sable 
property (essentially a restrictive G&iagonaI property). He proves rn@ray 
theorems on such spaIces that are true in V-spaces, 
9. (l911). Ralph Root [R3] introduces neighborhood axioms whi& are published 
in full in 1914 [R4]. (Spaces equivalent to first countable Hausdod spaces are 
discussed inthe latter paper.) 
10. (1912). Hausdortf” lectures at Bonn on his neighborhood axioms which are 
published in fuZl in 1914 [H2]. 
11. (1913). Frdchet [F6] shows that the spaces discussed by Hedrick above are 
V-spaces. 
12. (1916). R.L. Moore [M4] introduces his neighborhood axioms for a plane. 
Included in this paper is the combination T3 and a second countable, the later 
condition for a space to be met&able and separable. See ([v] and [lr]). Ideas in 
this paper were expanded inR.L. Moore’s colloquium publication [M$] with the 
substitution ofdevelopable spaces for second countable spaces. 
13. (1917). Publication of Chittenden’s [S] classic paper on the equivalence of&cart 
and voisinage. Fr&het 1920 conjecture isproved. 
14. (1918). Fr&zhet [Fd] introduces T+paces, modifying Riesz’s axioms. WI. Gross 
le:ctured on Tl -spaces in 1913 
15. (l918). Metrization of sequentially corn? act spaces in terms of the concept of 
coherence by Pitcher and Chitt:enden [6: 
66. (1919). The use of developments by CUtten en and Pitcher [la] to obtain 
developable spaces. It compact T2 developable ce is 
~~~u~ntially co j ’ 
and 123 
ner ion theorem which follows 
ality and d&nition of toplogy in terms of 
is me&able iff it is normal and secrsird 
(1927). Niemytski [N] eliminatea; sequential compactness from Bit&er and 
‘s $918 result, Chittend generalized this reoult in terms of 
ta and<publkhed a surve etrization [20]. 
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